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The sheer number of choices among Hydrangea species, hybrids, and cultivated varieties can be

overwhelming even for the most advanced gardeners. How to choose from among the hundreds of

mopheads, climbers, lacecaps, and oakleafs, to name just a few? And how to care for hydrangeas

in American gardens, when nearly all the books offering advice about them come from England and

Europe? Respected plantsman Michael A. Dirr comes to the rescue in this refreshingly forthright

and practical guide to these distinctive shrubs and climbers.
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Hydrangeas have been a favorite of mine ever since I moved to an old farmhouse in the middle of

Baltimore City and saw an old fashioned Mop Head Hydrangea in full, glorious bloom in the back

yard. The plant was probably fifty years old and incredibly big and vigorous. This one plant sparked

a passion that is still going strong over twenty years later.Hydrangeas for American Gardens by

Michael Dirr is the most comprehensive book available on Hydrangeas. This is not just another

pretty coffee table book. If you are interested in Hydrangeas, you will probably frequently refer to the

book's in depth information on Hydrangeas.The book gives extensive information on many of the

cultivars available, but neglects to give extensive zone hardiness information. This oversight is

particularly unfortunate, since the book is written for gardens here in the USA, where Texas gardens

are in an extremely different climate from Maine gardens. However, the book does note some

hardiness information in the descriptions of various cultivars and it also has several lists of plants



that are hardy and aren't hardy below zone 7.The book begins with the standard information that

any good book on a single plant species covers. It discusses taxonomy and nomenclature.

However, don't let this scientific information put you off or make you feel the book will be too difficult

to read. You can always move straight to chapter two.I was pleased to see that chapter two of the

book covers the usually neglected climbing hydrangea. I have a special fondness for these quiet,

lush vines. Chapters three to ten continue to discuss hydrangea species, with chapter eleven

covering some less common varieties.
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